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I am going to review some of the things that were key in 2020 

I will share my journals; that will include: 

What God said in 2020 

What God did in 2020 

What does that mean for 2021?  

   

Son, I am is calling to Our sons to arise and shine love's light into the darkness of fear; to call and 

draw Our children out of the darkness of the fear of death into the light of resurrection light.  

   

We are calling Our children out of the darkness of the wilderness of fearing Us and being under the 

fear of men into the light of their heavenly identity and positions. 

Religion has created distance from Us and a form of relationship that requires performance. 

   

Son, this is the time to rise up and overcome the darkness of fear with perfect love by living loved, 

loving living and living loving in unity and blessing.  

Son, take advantage of the shaking the world systems are undergoing by demonstrating the rest of 

sonship and true Kingdom government of peace.  

   

Be seated in rest on your heavenly thrones to legislate love, joy and peace into the earth as it is in 

heaven.  

As above, so below. Let not your hearts be troubled for Our peace is expanding in you and through 

you into the world; so Our children can see who We really are as Our sons demonstrate Our heart 

and love to those around them.  

   

Son, reveal Our true essence, nature and character as love; to remove the scales of darkness that 

religions have created is the key to the harvest.  

The world as you know it will never be the same again but do not fall into the darkness of fear by 

continuing to shining love's light.  

   

This is a time of great opportunity in the midst of great disadvantage; embrace your destiny and call 

the sons of the true God to arise and establish embassies of heaven on the earth.  

The storehouses need to be ready to receive, mentor and release the harvest that is coming.  

   

Creation is groaning in bondage to fear. Raise the frequency by releasing love's light through the 

message of restoration. 

The darkness cannot overcome the light of true sonship identity.  

The true sons are rising up to dwell in their heavenly positions to align the earth with heaven in the 

convergence of the order of Melchizedek. 

   

The order of Melchizedek is needed to facilitate the expansion.  

Expand the Oracles with Unity and Blessing beyond the physical realm to bring the hope of 

restoration to all the dimensions and all created beings. 

   

I went to the Court of the Upright. Jacob was waiting for me with Paul, who came and held my hand.  

I felt his heart, how being the one who was persecuting believers (and Jesus) felt in light of Jesus 

being revealed in him.  
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I felt the shock he felt when the realisation dawned on him that his whole life's work had been in 

opposition to the true reality.  

I felt the emotions he felt being welcomed into the family to carry the message of one new man in 

Christ.  

   

The unity of the old being revealed in the new covenant, his passion for unity flowed from his 

inclusion in Jesus.  

I felt his burning desire for all divisions and separations to be ended; whether that of gender, race or 

privilege.  

   

I felt his intense joy as he saw that the middle wall of partition had been removed, revealing one 

new man: no separation of Jew and Gentile, just all included and justified by the faith of Jesus in the 

royal priesthood, holy nation and one family as the one people of God. 

   

I felt his deep compassion for those still living in the darkness of religious deception, in the bondage 

of enmity and strife caused by the Judaisers still trying to live under the law.  

I felt the overwhelming love he felt, carrying the message of inclusion that Jesus was in the Gentiles.  

   

I felt the great blessing he felt of being seated in the heavenly places in Christ, seeing from above 

that all the promises of God and all the covenants of God were fulfilled completely and finally in 

Christ Jesus, the King of kings and Lord of lords. 

   

Then father Abraham came forward and held my hand.  

I felt a burst of emotion of blessing he felt to be the father of many nations.  

I felt how he felt to be called and chosen out of the darkness of idol worship into the light. 

   

I felt how he felt to leave and follow the promise of a better heavenly country and city where all the 

families of the true earth would be blessed.  

   

I felt how he felt to be engaged by Melchizedek, the heavenly priest, who revealed the sacrifice that 

was made before the foundation of the world that inspired him to offer the promised son because 

he already knew the blessing of restoration.  

   

I felt the blessing he felt to see Jesus’ day and be glad at the gospel message going into all the world.  

I felt what he felt to be given the identity of the father of the faithful so he could see all the families 

of the earth blessed and restored to relationship once again. 

   

I felt what he felt to see in advance the good news of the fulfilment of his covenant in Jesus and the 

new covenant.  

Blessed to be a blessing as a Father to all families of creation. 

   

Son, Our love is as limitless as We are, I am that I am,  

Infinitely expanding and increasing to encompass all of creation.  

Our nature as love, spirit, light and fire is limitless; therefore omniscient, omnipresent, omnipotent.  

   

We are, therefore you can be; so you can experience being in the midst of the circle of Our loving 

conversation.  
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Your true identity as sons can only be found within that circle of the vast sum of Our thoughts about 

you, expressed as love, light, fire spirit to spirit.  

   

Son, learn to live from within Our being so you can be and become all that you are from Our creative 

desire’s perspective. 

All Our children are more than they could ever imagine to be but are limited and not limitless 

because of the lack of intimate cardiognosis heart reality. 

   

Son, live from within Us to become fully realised as the three in one limitless sons you were always 

meant to become.  

The path of DIY independence can never produce maturity; and nothing it produces can ever be 

restored.  

   

Your independent self can never be redeemed but it can be resurrected through Our death on the 

foundation stone of creation expressed in time through the cross. 

When We died, you died; and when We rose, you rose. 

   

It was appointed that every man would die and all men did die when We took their death.  

The judgment has been passed and all men have been declared innocent and included in Our 

resurrection.  

   

Death has been abolished as the final end; and life and immortality have been revealed in the truth 

of love's light. 

Son, the whole of creation is waiting for Our sons to be revealed so their frequency can be released 

through the order of Melchizedek government.  

   

Royal priests and Oracles and Legislators converging the heavens and the earth, time and the eternal 

now carrying and expressing the five oracles of Our heart as gateways into the earth. 

The three of government becomes a window of four.  

   

Son, there is more, as four is expressed through the five oracles that will become seven then nine 

and eventually twelve. 

Start with the five oracles to restore heaven and earth to their correct alignment then activate the 

seven to engage the heavenly and dimensional beings. 

   

Son, you can ascend to the full level of the stature of sonship represented by the nine firestones; and 

when mankind matures to add three more stones, they will become ascended fathers in the full 

government of twelve. 

   

Son, this can only be accomplished by abiding within the circle of Our being as love, light and fire; 

thus Spirit to spirit, heart to heart, mind to mind.  

Son, learn to be here, dwelling within the Perichoresis reality. 

   

Son, everything that you express towards Us as worship, praise and adoration, here is echoed back 

towards you as the desire of Our heart towards you. 

I expressed my love, “I love you” and what was echoed was “We love you.”  

“I worship you” – “We respect you.”  

“I adore you” – “We esteem you.”  
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Son, everything you sow you reap in abundance as your one is echoed back by three.  

Son, We appreciate your desire to give honour and you will receive an increased harvest of what you 

give.  

   

We desire to give you immeasurably beyond what you are capable of giving, so become a receiver of 

I am's infinite abundance.  

Manifold grace, lavishly, limitlessly flowing through the River of Life's unceasing, continual supply. 

   

Son, the shift into the season of grace that We have been asking you to prepare for is nearly here.  

The world is on reset and We will bring good out of this fear-induced darkness as Our children arise 

and shine love's light.  

   

When the frequency of love generated by Our sons reaches critical mass, the revealing of the sons of 

God will truly have begun.  

The whole of creation is waiting for this moment and it will send ripples through the fabric of all 

space dimensions.  

   

The last to feel it will be those closest to it because they are caught in the DIY tree deception of fear 

of death.  

The shining of love's light will enable perfect love to overcome the darkness of fear and the 

deception of humanism.  

   

Son, take advantage of this shift as more and more of Our children come to the realisation of their 

own vulnerability and mortality during this season of shaking.  

This is the beginning of the end of the trap of normalcy that has deceived so many of Our children. 

   

Now the possibilities that have been hidden behind normalcy can come into the light as people's 

trust in their own DIY systems is being shaken. 

The revelation of Our true nature as love will be the key to unveiling the truth to a generation that 

has come face to face with their own mortality.  

   

Now is the time to bring life and immortality to light with the real good news of mankind's 

reconciliation and inclusion in the new creation resurrection reality. 

Now is the time to go beyond; do not shrink back, embrace the controversy and advance. 

   

Son, legislate for the revealing of love's light through the Oracles of our heart and raise up the 

Joshua generation as oracles of the order of Melchizedek.  

Become the voice that is the sound of many waters that creation will resonate with. 

   

The hope of the restoration of all things will shine like a beacon throughout creation, awakening it to 

Our true loving desire for restored relationship.  

Son, come walk with Me.  

   

I found myself in the realm of eternity. Looking at creation from that position, it caused me to gasp 

with amazement at an awesomeness and beauty that can only truly be perceived from the position 

of mature sonship that will lead to ascended fatherhood.  

   

I felt the pure unconditional pleasure of a Father towards creation.  
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The view of creation was spectacular, perceiving the micro and the macro as fractals of 

mathematical genius of a love-motivated creator Dad was simplistic in its complexity.  

   

This was the pinnacle that Jesus saw creation from; and not for a microsecond did He hesitate in 

affirming that He and the Father were one heart and one mind, totally unified in their desire for the 

restoration of all things that He had come to accomplish in time as a convergence of the eternal 

now.  

   

Now I saw why unity and blessing were the other two oracles of the Father's heart towards a 

sentient creation waiting for its freedom from corruption.  

Union and Blessing brings oneness and completeness.  

   

The harmony of creation seen from the perspective of a loving Father who hears and sees His 

original desire and intention as the symphony of the music of the spheres. 

What a wonderful amazing sound when Union and Blessing are added to the oracles’ harmony!  

   

I saw afresh why this could never be without the restoration of all things as with only one person’s 

piece missing the whole symphony would be discordant.  

The restoration of all things must be inevitable if God who is Father, Son, and Spirit is the loving 

creator.  

   

This was settled before the foundation of creation itself within the Oracles of love's motivation for 

inclusion within Perichoresis. 

We are predestined to live in the oneness found only in face to face innocence. 

   

Son, today as with all days I am that I am is with you; but today I desire to take you deeper into the 

oracles of Our heart.  

Come, stand here within Us in what you call the eternal now, which in reality is Us.  

   

Son, listen intently to Our conversation and feel it penetrating within your being so that it begins to 

define you.  

I felt the thoughts, I heard the thoughts, I am the thoughts. 

I am becoming one. 

   

Like the resonant sound of a crystal bowl, the frequency of love cocoons me, vibrates every fibre of 

my being with love, more love and overwhelming love. 

The grace, greater grace, grace upon grace and manifold grace is the blessing and empowerment of 

limitless, unconditional love.  

   

Judgment and justice expressed as mercy are the blessing and empowerment of love.  

Everything is love's essence and I was standing in the midst of this amazing circle of love.  

   

The emotion is love, the motivation is love, the thoughts and intents are love, the desire is love, the 

passion is love, the burning desire is love, the intense joy is love, the deep compassion is love. 

Love is all in all and fills all in all.  
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Love is overwhelming; love is united; love is blessing; and this amazing truth, that love is totally 

unconditional, is the very core and heart of everything; and it is directed towards all of creation 

equally, with no distinction. 

   

I am is love and love is I am in unison; united, complete, whole, consistent, continual.  

All is love and love is all: that is what I felt, sensed and knew to be 100% the true reality of creation 

from the perspective of I am that I am.  

   

Love is the eternal now; love is, and that is all that can be said: love is, love is, love is. 

Son, this is why the restoration of all things is inevitable. Now let this true reality be who you are.  

   

Moved and motivated as an oracle and ambassador of love, passionate and burning with desire for 

restoration.  

The restoration of sonship through the restoration of fatherhood that woos, draws, calls, beckons 

Our children home. 

   

Returning them to the Perichoresis of love's unconditional embrace.  

The restoration of identity: no longer lost and perishing but found, welcomed home to the position 

of coheir and co-creator as sons and heirs of creation.  

   

The restoration of our sonship position, welcomed into the councils and assemblies of heaven to 

facilitate creation’s freedom from bondage to fear and corruption into the glorious freedom of that 

sonship.  

   

The restoration of all things, in all dimensions of time and space, to love. 

Where we are all to live, move and exist in love, to be love.  

The wondrous symphony of love's harmonious being, where all things are in oneness and oneness is 

in all things. 

   

Love consumes my being, consumes my thoughts, consumes my feelings, as love is a consuming fire.  

I am consumed by love, absorbed into love's embrace. I am love and love is who I am.  

   

The beginning and the end is love, the alpha and omega is love, the aleph and the tav is love.  

Time is a mighty river of love, consuming all. 

The beginning is love, so all in the end will be love just as it was in the beginning. 

   

Love is all and all is love; and that is why the restoration of all things is the inevitable consequence of 

love, as I am that I am. 

A mighty river of love flowing through all space-time, consuming all in its flow and assimilating it into 

love. 

   

Son, the shift that you were warned to prepare for is here.  

The last two and half years have seen great changes, preparation, deconstruction and renewal of 

your mind so you would be ready for this season of great change. 

   

You have introduced ambassadors, deconstructed the Ekklesia, deconstructed the gatherings, 

expanded your consciousness to accept the restoration of ALL things.  
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Your experiences with love's light going deeper into love have revealed the Oracles of Our heart and 

you have become an oracle of restoration by engaging the dimensions beyond beyond.  

   

You have seen the four streams flowing together to converge into a mighty river of restoration.  

You have embraced energy frequency healing and helped introduce crystal bowls to the Joshua 

generation. 

   

You have released the Sons Arise! call through the Engaging God programme, conferences and the 

book.  

You have established restoration conferences and formed strategic relationships, joining the cosmic 

bench and become a heavenly ambassador for the Joshua generation and restoration. 

   

You have aligned the High Chancellor's houses and released new mantle, weapons and commissions 

to converge time and the eternal now for this shift. 

You have joined the restoration government and help shield the earth. 

   

All these things have been preparing you for the shift so that you would be ready to be a forerunner 

at this juncture in history.  

Son, you have responded to the call to be ready personally and have facilitated a measure of 

corporate readiness with those who have resonated.  

   

There is more personal transformation needed so that the love you have experienced can be 

expressed. 

Now is the time to mobilise the sons to arise and shine love's light into the darkness, to dispel and 

overcome it with love.  

   

All the networks that have been forming around the world that you are now in relationship with can 

be mobilised to take advantage of the great shift that is taking place. 

This is so you can be ready for the new landscape after this period of shaking comes to an end.  

   

Global ascension network, Marketplace Ministries, Company of Burning Hearts, FAM, Engaging God 

programme, Global Community in Yeshua, Kingdom Talks, Freedom Ambassadors, Bath group, Glory 

Company, Ekklesia Mumbai, Business network, New Renaissance ministries, Heart Math, NW 

Ekklesia, Morgan Group, Toronto Ekklesia, River 47:4, Winnipeg, Dallas, beyond Courtrooms of 

heaven, Quantum Ministries International, LieBusters, The Hub in Texas, New Orleans. 

   

Son, it is time to issue the call for cosmic convergence for life and immortality to come to light in the 

restoration of all things reality. 

 

Son, you have come through the fire and embraced the pain of transfiguration for a time such as 

this. Now embrace the shift and be ready for global and cosmic transformation. 

   

Son, the great shift that We have been preparing you for is upon you but you are ready to seize the 

season of great opportunity that is about to dawn. 

This shift must become life-changing for your relationships so they express love. 

   

https://freedomarc.org/freetrial
https://freedomarc.org/freetrial
https://freedomarc.org/sonsarise/
https://freedomarc.org/journey
https://freedomarc.org/roat2
https://freedomarc.org/roat2
https://freedomarc.org/roat2
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The new vista will present many challenges but also many opportunities to bring about a true cosmic 

awakening to the true reality of human existence in relationship with Our very essence and being as 

love. 

   

This shift is a cosmic awakening to love, light, spirit and fire; to unveil and reveal the sons of God 

onto the cosmic dimensional stage. 

Son, the shifts always start within, so embrace the challenges of change. 

   

The great enlightenment of true rest as revealed through the engagement with the oracles of Our 

heart will accelerate the ascension development of Our children to an age of great enlightenment.  

   

The ages to come are beginning to converge and expand from this point where time and the eternal 

now intersect. 

The next age of Aquarius is dripping into this age so the dam can burst and the waters can be poured 

out as mighty flood.   

   

This great convergence will bring unity and blessing to those who resonate with Our heart and the 

four streams of restoration will begin to flow together as a mighty river to water the earth through 

the opening of the age-enduring doors between the earth and the heavens. 

   

Son, it is time to strategically mobilise those who will resonate with heaven's sound to begin to 

answer creation's groaning by establishing global networks and embassies of heaven on the earth.  

   

Global and cosmic councils will need to be established to nurture the foundations of this new age of 

limitless grace beyond the shift.  

The next age shift is upon you but you are ready and prepared for this new adventure as are others 

who will be drawn together for this momentous change. 

   

Son, release the sound, the call for the sons of God to arise and shine with love's light at this 

moment of great darkness and fear for the peoples, so that the true glory of Our essence will radiate 

throughout the earth.  

   

Son, call the children of God, who are wandering the wilderness of religion, into the promised land 

of their inheritance; to come beyond the veil into true intimacy and immortality. 

   

Proclaim the message of hope that death has been abolished and life and immortality have been 

brought into the light. 

The fear of death has been abolished and a new age of freedom for mankind has been announced as 

the true jubilee of jubilees. 

   

Mankind has sought immortality through magic, ritual and technology but now the truth of 

immortality through relationship is unveiled so all can know the truth of their inheritance and be 

free from their slavery to the fear of death. 

   

Hebrews 2:14 Therefore, since the children share in flesh and blood, He Himself likewise also 

partook of the same, that through death He might render powerless him who had the power of 

death, that is, the devil, 15 and might free those who through fear of death were subject to slavery 

all their lives. 
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2 Tim 1:9 who has saved us and called us with a holy calling, not according to our works, but 

according to His own purpose and grace which was granted us in Christ Jesus from all eternity, 10 

but now has been revealed by the appearing of our Saviour Christ Jesus, who abolished death and 

brought life and immortality to light through the gospel.  

      

I am that I am and I am is love 

I am love and love is I am 

Love is who I am and love is the motive of every desire, thought and action 

I am that I am and I change not. I have always been and always will be love, as love is an eternal 

constant. 

   

Live loved 

Love living 

Live loving 

Rest  
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